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Presidents Message

Well another year gone and a new year started. Let's hope it will be better then
the past year. Sorry to say It is not looking that great so far. First we have a new
variant of the virus now taking over everywhere. The good thing is we are all still
here and we will just keep trucking on as we do every year. On my end, we had
the snow storm of the century up here in the Sierra foothills. We were snowed in
for days, downed branches, and many trees down into the power lines which took
out power for weeks. We were lucky ours was only out for 4 days. Two of our
cars were buried and our truck even with 4 wheel drive had a tough time getting
out of here. But we survived. I lost my dad over ThanksGiving. He was 94. I also
lost a Childhood friend right before loosing my dad. Just not a great year.

More sadness:

We lost a member of our club with the passing of Lynda Sattler on Christmas Day.
Our condolences to her family and friends. Lynda was living in pain the past
couple years, so hopefully she is in a much better place now.
Debbie Hunyada Lost both her parents this past year. Our hearts & condolences go
out to Debbie and Greg for their losses.
I hope this year will be much better and we will not loose anymore loved ones or
friends.
Ok on with some good news and that is we hope to be able to do some fun things
with the club this year. We are working on two specialties in the fall. Maybe a fun
day too. This darn virus has just makes things so hard for the club.
I want to thank all of you that have donated to MUSH, We now have the Sattler
dogs who need vet care so those donations really will do some good.
Happy Valentines Day to all.
Linda Katlarz
President of NCAMA
P.S. We have two openings on our board. Corresponding Secretary and Recording Secretary. If
interested please contact me.

Alaskan Malamutes have been on this planet for a long time and recent DNA testing shows they are
one of the world’s most ancient breeds. Throughout history we have called upon the malamute for the
toughest jobs—dragging sleds to the North and South Poles, hauling U.S. mail across Alaska, and
packing ammunition for our soldiers in WWII. But why are there so many myths about Alaskan
malamutes?
In order to bust some of the myths, first we need to explore their history and origin. The Mahlemuit
people or Inuit, whom they are named after, used the Alaskan malamute breed over 10,000 years ago
and possibly earlier. The malamutes crossed the Bering Straits with the Inuit from the arctic regions of
Siberia. They were used as pack dogs, hunting dogs, and sled dogs and protected the Inuit families
from bears. It must have been a rugged life back then and the dogs had to conform to their environment
or else they wouldn’t survive. They had to be stout and have stamina to carry a pack or pull a sledge.
Their coats had to be lush with just the right length and thickness to hold their body heat and repel
whipping snow during blizzards. And malamutes had to be intelligent, trusting, and loyal since they
lived with people who valued them as part of their family.
It’s also believed the dogs ate when the family ate which meant during famines they had to develop a
digestive system that allowed them to absorb every micronutrient from their meager rations of food. I
have seen dogs half the sizes of malamutes eat twice the amount of food as them—malamutes are just
great keepers. These guys also had to develop hefty paws that would endure traveling on dry snow and
sharp ice. Basically, it can be said the Alaskan malamute is the perfect breed for a brutal and imperfect
environment.
When traders, trappers and gold miners explored the frozen lands of Alaska they were introduced to the
Inuit’s most important family member: the malamute. Eventually the dogs became quite a valuable

commodity amongst the newcomers, which ironically nearly destroyed the breed. The increased
demand for dogs decreased the numbers and caused people to start breeding the malamutes with other
breeds. Luckily, the line was saved and was registered in 1935 with the American Kennel Club (AKC).
There are several strains of Alaskan malamutes, and a variety of color phases and sizes.
Although the AKC has their standards for the show ring, I prefer the heavier guys with big feet and
larger bones. They hold up better for freighting in the arctic, and that’s what the breed was designed for
originally. Nonetheless, the smaller strain makes great leaders and swing dogs since they are lighter and
more athletic than the larger brutes.
Myth 1:
Malamutes have an aggressive nature towards people
Sometimes called aggressive, or half-breed wolves, the malamutes’ character has been dragged over the
coals. It’s completely understandable why a person would be intimidated by a 100+lb. malamute. I
certainly was when my first malamute looked me in the eyes like he was seeing dinner. Then he
knocked me off my feet, pinned me down with his burly paws then smacked me on my lip and nose
with a big drooling kiss. Malamutes love people, it’s just amazing. From the time they are pups
waddling around in the yard until they pass on to malamute heaven they starve for attention from
people. This desire to please is the foundation of the Alaskan malamute character, their driving force.
It’s what makes these guys tick.
Because of this strong instinct to please, malamutes have to be handled with kid gloves,
psychologically speaking. These guys are so emotionally sensitive that it’s easier to deal with children,
but children eventually grow up and malamutes don’t. One of the things that really get me is their
pouting. Now, many of you have kids and have experienced this ancient art of persuasion or maybe
some of you remember practicing this tactic of getting what you want yourselves. But, when
malamutes pout, it seems to pierce your inner soul and there’s no way you can resist, just no way! You
end up throwing the white flag of surrender and give them what they want and a bit more for good
measure. Pouting is typical behavior from malamutes and not exactly aggressive or wolfish in any way
whatsoever.
Myth #2:
“Alpha Role” method is an effective way to train malamutes
I have been told that malamutes have to be trained with the alpha role method, a tactic that became
popularized in the mid-seventies. With this method, basically you flip the dog onto his back and hold
him in that position, sometimes by the throat. The theory is that this teaches the dog that you are the
pack leader. The alpha technique may work for other people and other breeds, but I don’t think our
malamutes attach themselves to me because they think I am an alpha dog. Nope, No way, I don’t buy it.
I am not one of them, I don’t act like them and I don’t dig holes, roll in dirt or howl all night. Those
malamutes look at me with respect and love and not as their equal or competitor and I see them in the
same way.
Besides, most malamutes are naturally submissive toward people, and they don’t need to be terrified
into submission. I have found that even my toughest, macho, hormone raging, dominant dog in the
kennel will turn into an innocent, tail wagging ball of fur that acts like a baby when I walk up to him.
Take Hero for example, he’s the tough guy, the junkyard dog. He intimidates the other dogs just by his

powerhouse physique, and polar bear sized paws. Hero takes no flack from anyone, and lets the other
dogs know that he’s king. He reminds me of a bull dozer, nothing can stop him. But the moment Hero
sees me; he whines like a puppy, completely letting down his macho image and forgets his dominant
role in the kennel. He turns from a lion to a kitten; actually I am embarrassed for him acting like that in
front of his girlfriends!
Myth 3:
Malamutes are lazy and have no stamina
There are a few myths about malamutes that I have heard which surprise me. Alaskan malamutes were
not designed for speed; they are the draft horses of the sled dog world. Malamutes love to work hard.
That’s their nature. I have never seen sled dogs that yearn to pull heavy loads with such passion and
enthusiasm. But my malamutes do not care for (nor are they interested) in sprinting for long distances.
Sure, once in a while they enjoy a good run for a few miles but after that, their tails start to droop down
which usually means that they aren’t enjoying life. Droopy tails for pure bred malamutes just isn’t
natural for them and can sometimes signal stress or injury.
Malamutes love the challenge of dragging heavy sleds in rough conditions and they get bored when
they’re on smooth, groomed trails, especially the larger brutes. Those guys eat up tough pulls, the
tougher the better. Sometimes they growl when they lay into their harness on an uphill pull as if they’re
proving themselves to their mates. I have one guy named Mitch. His brown and white coat and sharp
mask makes him one of the handsomest dogs in the team. Every time we hit a tough pull he lets out
weird growl/bark that intimidates the dog beside him. Now, if Mitch could speak I bet he would be
barking orders like a drill sergeant, “Follow me! Lean into it you punks.” Those guys can pull with
high intensity for hours and hours without tiring. They’re just unbelievable!
A freight team will put their heart into pulling all day. But there isn’t an animal on earth that can work
at such high intensity for long; otherwise they would give in to exhaustion and crash. To protect
themselves from crashing, malamutes have developed a strategy that sets them apart from other breeds,
a strategy that has evolved over thousands of years of hard work. When I first observed a freight team
employ this pulling method, I thought the dogs were lazy. But after watching them closely I realized
that the malamutes were performing a calculated and ingenious energy conserving tactic.
The best way to exemplify this tactic is just visualize that you are standing on the runners with me.
Holy smokes, what a white knuckle experience! The whiplash we’ll get when 2,000 lbs of malamutes
hit their harnesses. After the team runs about a mile and settles to a trot, you’ll be able to relax your
hands to allow the blood flow back in them. Directing your eyes up the gangline, you will notice that
some tug lines are slack and the dogs are pulling sporadically. Actually, these dogs are testing the load.
Like a computer gathering data, those ancient canine creatures are testing the weight in the sleds and
friction of the snow.
Depending on these conditions, the dogs will set a comfortable pace for themselves that enables them
to conserve energy like a marathon runner. Even after the team finds a good pace, they stretch the
energy saving tactic even further and each dog hits their harness for a few minutes then relaxes and hits
their harness again. This tactic lets them recover their energy, regain their strength, and then jump back
in the game. Often the pace will surge in speed every few minutes when the team employs this method
in sync with each other. Conclusion: malamutes aren’t lazy…just wise.

Myth #4:
Malamutes are stupid animals
Now, how many times have you heard this: “Malamutes are dumb as a rock.” But my favorite is:
“Malamutes are dumber than 100 dead chickens.” That’s great! And it’s damn hard for me to keep a
straight face when I hear this. These guys have a way of making you think that they are dumb. I believe
they have a hell of a sense of humor. I swear if you let them, a team of malamutes would have you pull
your own sled across the frozen white tundra while they relax on the runners sipping hot chicken soup
and smoking cigars. After all they couldn’t have survived thousands of years being dumber than 100
dumb chickens.
Malamutes are great people trainers. They know how to get folks to do the most ridiculous things. I
remember a while back when we were filming the Walt Disney feature film, White Fang. We had spent
most of the winter prior to the movie in the arctic busting through drifts in -70 Fahrenheit temperatures.
Suddenly my team of tough freight hauling brutes was introduced to Hollywood. Instantly, they had
fallen victim to the soft celebrity lifestyle. Wow, those guys just melted with all the attention. Everyone
on the film crew smothered them in pets, kisses, belly rubs and ear massages. By the time they were
done with them they had become a bunch of flower-sniffing cream puffs and I feared they would find a
smelly harness a disgusting insult to their new sophisticated life!
Getting the team adapted to a film set wasn’t easy. My freighters pull and stop on verbal command
only, which is an extremely important aspect in hauling freight. They don’t stop on resistance from the
brake or a hard pull, and when they do feel resistance they dig deeper and pull stronger. So the
command to go is “OK”, and those malamutes live to hear that command. The first day of filming was
a blast for my new team of cream puff malamutes. I had them lined up in front of the sled with the
actor waiting patiently for the scene to begin.
“Action” rang out on the director’s megaphone. Just like clockwork the actors carried out their lines
gracefully and professionally. Then it was the malamutes turn to perform. On cue from the director I
said “OK” and the team took off with the actor standing on the runners. It was the perfect scene and a
perfectly executed performance. I must say that the director was quite impressed.
Take two. I’ll never know why Hollywood directors have to retake every scene. As the words “action”
rolled out of the director’s megaphone again, the malamutes were on it. Instantly they sprinted toward
the set…without the actor! The leader then recognized his favorite ear scratching buddy, the camera
man, and dashed toward him. The team figured out the command to go followed “Action.” So it was
only reasonable for them, they thought, to enter the scene when they heard the director yell “action.”
After all, the malamutes decided they were the stars of the show and the sooner they put on an
Academy Award winning performance the better. What a scene—a team of malamutes nearly plowing
over an expensive movie camera in pursuit of their best ear scratching buddy. Nope, these guys didn’t
win an Oscar, but they proved they could be a gut busting comedy team.
Of course the dogs received so much attention for their lively Hollywood performance that they were
anxious to do it again. But knowing these guys and how quick they learn, I suggested to the director
that he should start the scenes with a different word rather than “action.” And also he should change his
tone of voice periodically also. The director seemed awfully put out using ridiculous code words like
“start” or “begin please,” rather than the traditional “Action!” I couldn’t believe it, here was a major
motion picture being filmed and a team of malamutes running the show!

Alaskan malamutes have been clouded in myths and misunderstandings, but they have risen above it all
and have made excellent contributions to our society. They have certainly served above the call of duty
and have brought many smiles to young and old. And God willing the legacy and spirit of the Alaskan
malamute will live for at least another 10,000 years.
Joe Henderson has worked with Alaskan Malamutes for over 25 years, and although he doesn’t admit
it, his malamutes have him well trained. Each year Joe offers clients remote dog sledding expeditions
throughout Alaska. For more information, please visit Joe’s website at
www.alaskanarcticexpedition.com

When Foresthill Ca. Gets a lot of snow, we used to get sled dogs up here.
Some past pictures I took of them. They used to practice here for the sled
dog trials but after that year the pictures were taken, the snow never got as
deep for them to do that here and they were moved to Truckee CA. This was
our first year here in Forestill Ca. We had a blast watching and helping them
with the dogs. I wish this event would come back.
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Membership renewal
Yes, it's that time again!!
Time for All of you to renew your memberships for 2022
Please Fill out the form below and return it to Linda Katlarz. Membership renewals
are due by December 31st, and will expire as of Feb. 1st 2022
Please think about what your membership in our club means to you. If you want to be an
active member and have an active voice, please make sure that you do send your votes
out. As an associate member you are entitled to all the privileges of a regular members,
receiving the Howler, participating in club functions and events, but you are not entitled
to vote, so if you are not interested in voting perhaps an associate membership would be
best for you.
MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FORM 2022
NAME:--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ADDRESS:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CITY:-----------------------------------------STATE:-------------ZIP------------------------------------PHONE:---------------------------------------------E-MAIL ADDRESS:---------------------------------------------------------------------FAMILY----------SINGLE-------------ASSOCIATE: ---------------------JR. MEMBER ---------(check
one)
DUES: FAMILY
35.00
SINGLE
25.00
ASSOCIATE
20.00
JUNIOR
20.00 (if not joining as part of a family membership)

Would you like to make and additional donation to MUSH (Malamutes Unsettled Seeking
Homes) Please indicate amount you are donating $-----------------------(we are a non profit corporation but we are not a 501 c and unfortunately the

donations are not tax deductible)
For those needing a tax deductible donation you can send a check to our sister group Siberian Husky
Rescue/Referral of CA (SHRRCA) put a note or in the memo Donation for MUSH. SHRRCA PO Box 1231
Danville CA, 94526. All donations are tax deductible but for 250.00 or more you need a letter from them
or us for your taxes. Thank you all again.
(we are a non profit corporation but we are not a 501 c and unfortunately the donations are not tax deductible)

Newsletters are sent out electronically, to save money. please check here............ if that
does not work for you. We will mail one to your address.
RETURN TO
Linda Katlarz
P.O. Box 1598
Foresthill, Ca. 95631Home

Where Have All The Mentors Gone?
Printed in Canine Chronicle
462 – January/February, 2022

By Jane Myers

How often do you read The Canine Chronicle editorials? These aren’t just space
savers in the magazine. Often they are steeped in the history of our sport, and you
are doing yourself a great injustice if you don’t read them. Every month I read one
or two editorials that make me wonder, where have all the mentors gone? You
know, the great ones–the breeders, judges, and handlers that have done it all. The
people that would give you, like it or not, unsolicited advice in the ring, or while
you were grooming your dog. The ones with no filter. The ones that made you
shake in your shoes. If you did something wrong, they would say, “Hey, what are
you doing? You know better than that!” and explain to you why it’s wrong and
what to change. If you got it right, they would give you a compliment, but usually
in a much more subtle way.
Today, so many in our sport have never even heard of the greats or what
contributions they made to the sport of purebred dogs. If you have ever had the
opportunity to sit and listen to Annie, Janie, Mike, Frank, George, or Ric, just to
name a few, discussing their priorities, or delving into identifying true breed type,
you were one of the lucky ones. (And if you need last names here, I just made my
point).
If one of these great mentors of yesteryear would come and find you and offer
unsolicited advice, it was an honor, but it was always your option to listen and
apply it, or just file it away. Trust me, if George or Ric made it a point to come
find you to talk about underline or topcoat, you might want to listen.
Full story in the Canine Chronicle

Some good news:
Mush has taken in the Sattlers dogs, Jet and Dreamer. These two dogs have gone
though a lot the past year or so. First Frank passed and he was the one who walked
them and now with Lynda's passing they were left with no where to go so ended up in a
shelter. Sharon our rescue coordinator made arrangements with Lisa and Chris
Hallenbeck to get the dogs for MUSH and transport them to Granite Bay kennel where
they will decompress and then be evaluated for possible adoption. Both dogs are seniors.
Thank you to all who made this happen. Mush can use donations for the care of the two
dogs. Thank you to those that have donated to MUSH already.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------More from Lisa Hallenbeck :
As you can see from all of yesterday’s posts, Chris and I had a very emotional day
yesterday because we pulled two senior Malamutes, Dreamer and Jett, from a shelter,
just in time before they were to be euthanized this coming Tuesday.
Lynda, who was an acquaintance from my dog show days 25+ years ago, passed away
at home on Christmas Day, which meant that the San Mateo Coroner’s office took over,
and had no choice but to seize the dogs and turn them over to the Peninsula Humane
Society (PHS) while they located next of kin. I only became aware of Lynda’s passing on
January 12th, when I learned that the dogs were in a shelter. By this point so many
people had gotten involved trying to find Dreamer and Jett: their two breeders (Michele
and Barbara), the President of the Northern California Malamute Club (Linda),
the head of the rescue arm of the club (Sharon), and the person who has the boarding
facilities for all the rescues (Alisa). All of us were friends with Lynda so not knowing
where the dogs were was just a little bit stressful.
I called PHS in the hopes that the dogs were there and that they would let me stop by to
see Dreamer and Jett and assess their condition, but because they were on a hold until
next of kin could be found, no one was allowed to see them. I even asked a friend (Pam)

who volunteers at PHS if she could find them to check on them for me, but dogs on hold
are kept in a different facility from where she volunteers. Everyone I spoke with at PHS
was so nice and happy to learn that a rescue wanted the two dogs if next of kin couldn’t
be found. I even told them that Jett’s 10th birthday was the next day and we were all so
distraught to think he would be celebrating his birthday in the shelter, so they said they
would give him extra treats to celebrate.
The County finally connected with the next of kin who did not want the dogs, so on
January 20th we were given permission to rescue them. Since I was the one who lives
the closest to PHS I offered to pick them up. ￼
I only have those two huge travel crates from transporting Jasper and Willow between
France, and those crates are so tall that they won’t fit in a regular car or SUV, so I asked
my lovely friend Peggy if she might have a crate I could borrow. Turns out I asked her
on the day she volunteers at Guide Dogs for the Blind, so she asked them, and they gave
her a crate for me. Peggy even delivered it to me! I also put out the call on my Buy
Nothing group, and darling Becca saw it and said she had a crate, and she was also kind
enough to lend me her Suburban. I was *this close* to renting a moving van to transport
my two huge crates if I couldn’t find ones to borrow.
Chris and I arrived at the shelter at 11 am, and it took an hour to check out. I was so
worried the whole time that they would reject me at any point, and for whatever reason.
Meanwhile while we were waiting, there was a couple in the reception area with an
older Weimaraner, and I figured they were there for a vet appointment, or they had
picked her up as a stray, but then a vet tech came out to them and said ‘’Okay, we’re
ready. Do you want to keep her leash and collar?’’ and they said ‘’No’’ and I was thinking
‘’Oh, because they’ll get her leash and collar back when the appointment is over’’ and
then they handed the leash to the vet tech and patted the dog and said ‘’Goodbye, girl.
We love you’’ and then they left. The vet tech took the dog who was wobbly and having
a hard time walking and slowly walked her through the swinging doors to the back of
the shelter, not into an exam room, and I looked at Chris and was like ‘’What is going
on?’’ and I saw tears in his eyes and he said ‘’They brought her in to be put down’’ and I
was like ‘’What!? And they aren’t going to be with her?’’ I was so naïve and so confused
and started crying right there in the middle of the waiting area. I’m crying right now as
I type this.
Anyway, I digress. Apparently Dreamer and Jett had ‘’behavioral issues’’ while at the
shelter, so they asked me if I was comfortable coming to the kennel runs to put the
leashes on them to lead them out. Of course they had behavioral issues!
Their mom just died, they’ve been at the shelter individually kenneled and not together
for a month, surrounded by loud and yappy dogs; I would have behavioral issues, too. So
they brought me in the back and led me to Dreamer and Jett, who don’t know me from
Adam but who of course let me easily put on their leashes, and who wagged their tails
as they dragged me through the halls of the shelter and out through the front door to
Chris waiting at the car.

Dreamer and Jett were so happy to meet us! We got lots of kisses and woos. Dreamer
locked her eyes on Chris and never let him out of her sight. She gave him a big ol’
Malamute lean. You can tell she misses having a man in her life. Considering Dreamer is
13, she still has a bounce in her step and didn’t mind being squeezed into the smaller
crate for the drive. Jett is a big (100 lbs.) Malamute and you would never know he is 10
years old. He was smiling and happy and singing to us while we walked him around to
pee, and he had no complaints going into the crate.
Chris and I made a day date out of the day yesterday and drove our precious cargo to
Granite Bay, where Sharon and Alisa were waiting for us, anxious to see Dreamer and
Jett and to see what condition they were in. You will all be happy to know that Dreamer
and Jett have settled into their new home with no behavioral issues to be found. They
are super super happy, calm, and relaxed. They will be going to the vet tomorrow for a
full assessment, and will also being getting well-deserved bubble baths. And while we
were driving home Alisa texted me to say that our Malamute world came together and
donations are pouring in from all over to cover the cost of the vet bills and boarding.
All day yesterday while we were driving, Chris and I kept looking at each other, and I
knew we were both thinking the same thing. There are some days you win, and some
days you lose. Yesterday was a win. It took a whole village to save Dreamer and Jett,
and we did it. I just know Lynda (and Frank) are somewhere, exhaling a sigh of relief
and happy that their dogs have been saved
Editors note:
Please make arrangements for your pets in case something happens to you.
A huge thank you to Lisa, Chris, and Sharon. Some pictures of the dogs happy day.

PO box 1598
Foresthill Ca. 95631

